
A  D I G I T A L  S T U D I O

POLICE BOX
The design and development of a Windows Mobile

application for Northumbria Police. 
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01
OVERVIEW Police Box is a multi-phased project that 

sees the integration of mobile technology 

into police officers day to day workflow 

streamlining access to information and 

reducing load on resource control and 

radio channels via smartphone

The app is undergoing continuous development that will see enhanced functionality 

and an expanding feature set in subsequent iterations and Komodo continue to work 

with Northumbria Police on the project as the mobile design and development partner 

for the Police Box project.

The full feature-set of the app is extensive but some key features include: Some of the key benefits that the Police Box app provides the forces are:

Northumbria Police is one of the largest forces in the country and is 

recognised as one of the top-performing in the UK.

Komodo were selected after a competitive public tender process, to 

work with Northumbria Police in the design and development of their 

Police Box Windows Mobile application.

technology.  Komodo’s role in the project 

was the design and development of a 

native Windows 8 mobile application 

that has been deployed to Windows 

smartphones and successfully rolled out 

across the force. 

Easy and intuitive to use pivot                

control design pattern

Officers are notified when                       

allocated to an incident

Officers can easily view associated 

data to any incident

Users can view and update 

previously allocated incidents

Easily search for incidents 

and access real time data and 

intelligence via the device

The app highlights any warnings that 

are attached to a record

Frees officers from the confines of 

desks when they need ready access 

to information

Reduces load on Resource 

Controllers and radio channels

Improved preventative policing

More effective and efficient call 

management and officer deployment

Significantly increase officer 

productivity leading to increased 

officer capacity and visibility.

Improved customer satisfaction

Updates to incidents available via 

notifications

Easily associate data records to 

incidents

The officer can use on board 

camera to take pictures and attach 

directly to incident. This functionality 

is currently switched off until 

Northumbria Police implement a 

media repository

Comments can be directly added to 

an incident

Officers can subscribe to and follow 

multiple incidents

Improved data capture reducing the 

amount of duplicated processing 

effort

Consistent, timely and 

comprehensive view of real-time 

data including people, vehicles and 

premise

Improved decision making

  

Improved quality of service provided 

to communities by the force

Improved management of vulnerable 

people



“This has been a significant project for the studio 
and demonstrates our design and development 

capabilities within the mobile field along with our 
ability to deliver complex and highly technical 

projects in close collaboration with a client 
project team and users with highly specialised 

requirements.”

Andy Greener, Managing Director
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02

PROJECT
BACKGROUND
& PURPOSE

Northumbria Police’s Police Box project is transforming the way policing services are 

delivered to communities. Enabled by technology, officers and support staff have the 

ability to interact with the information they need in the place that they need it, for police 

officers this means their communities. This capability will not only enable the increase 

of efficiency in redesigned end-to-end processes but also improve the quality of 

service provided to communities by the force.  

Previously, IT services with the force were accessed from traditional desktop PCs in 

police premises connected with traditional WAN/LAN technology so mobile technology 

has changed infrastructure requirements and, most importantly, freed officers and staff 

from the confines of desks when they need ready access to information.

The Force’s operational system has been developed in-house over the past three 

decades and, whilst rich in data and functionality, suffered from a poor user experience 

and was constrained by its character-based user interface. Modernising the system to 

deliver a state-of-the-art user experience (on multiple service access devices) drives

significant efficiencies and service improvements. e.g. More timely and dynamic 

intelligence-led tasking and briefing will lead to improved preventative policing, 

enabling more effective identification of vulnerable people and timely protective 

measures to be taken.  Also, more effective and efficient call management and

officer deployment will lead to improved management of vulnerable people and 

improved customer satisfaction.

Dynamic and timely use of information by officers will significantly increase their 

productivity leading to increased officer capacity and visibility. Improved intelligence 

capture will reduce the amount of duplicated processing effort whilst providing a 

consistent, timely and comprehensive view of intelligence to support improved

decision making.  

In short the adoption and integration of mobile technologies within the force will 

fundamentally improve the service that it delivers within its communities, the Police

Box project is at the heart of this.
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03

OUR TEAM
& ROLE

Our role in the project involved the Komodo team working closely with the Northumbria 

Police Police Box project team throughout with directly responsibility for:

The project team consisted of a Technical Lead, a Design Lead, two mobile developers, 

two UX/UI designers and a Project Manager.

Design of the user experience and interface for tablets and smartphones

Development of the user mobile application

Initial testing of the mobile application

Providing support to the Forces testing, pilot and roll out of the application

Providing hand over training to the Forces ICT Department to allow internal

support of the applications.  
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04
AN AGILE
APPROACH

Delivery of the Police Box app for 

Northumbria Police was achieved by 

utilising the principles of Agile. The 

project was steered via persona-driven 

user stories as the mechanism for 

describing the functionality required 

within the Police Box mobile application 

as opposed to rigid specifications.

A user story is a description consisting of 

one or more sentences in the language 

of the end user of a system that captures 

what they need to do as part of his or her 

job function. In this case, the user is a 

Police Officer.

One user story encapsulates the action 

of one function within the application 

making it possible for our UX/UI designers 

and software developers to create a 

solution that provides all the features 

and functionality required to satisfy 

the requirement of each story. The 

‘whole’ functionality of the application 

is comprehensively described using 

a backlog of multiple user stories and 

once all the requirements of all of the 

user stories were met, the product was 

deemed functionally complete.

Right: Some examples of user stories from the project:

During the Police Box project we 

iterated design and development in 2 

week sprints rather than adhering to a 

predetermined schedule which allowed us 

to adapt requirements as we progressed 

through the project and gained feedback 

from the users.

Each sprint started with a planning event 

that defined the backlog of user stories 

that we would deliver during it and 

each day there was a stand up meeting 

to discuss progress and highlight any 

potential blockers or stoppers to the 

sprint progress.

At the end of each sprint we released 

what had been produced during the 

sprint for review and feedback from the 

Northumbria Police team. We know and 

understand software development to be a 

creative process that throws up a myriad 

of challenges over a project lifetime. The 

Agile approach, with the consent and 

support of our clients, was the ideal tool 

to navigate and address challenges and 

change with minimal disruption to delivery 

of the Police Box project.

“As an officer, when I am allocated to an incident I 
want to get the incident number, grade, headline of 
incident, location and summary with any warnings 
so that I know the basic information of an incident 

before I get there”

“As an officer I want messages/events associated 
with allocated / subscribed to appear in a queue 
which I am able to select from the queue so that I 
am kept informed about the incidents and can act 

appropriately”

“As an Officer I want to perform a vehicle search 
on NPICCS from my mobile using full VRN, make, 

model, type and colour to receive information about 
a vehicle to help identify a vehicle and to make 

informed decisions”

“As an officer I want data searches to requires only a 
minimum data entry as I do not have the time to do 

lots of input when searching”
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05

UX/UI
MODELLING
& DESIGN

Once a full backlog of user stories had 

been created it was possible to model 

out the user flow through the app in 

detail so that all features and functions 

described with the user stories were 

incorporated and planned into the design 

and development workflow.

Detailed task flow diagrams were created 

for all features within the app so that 

a clear understanding of each feature 

was established and agreed across 

the project team. The product flow was 

highly granular and the user stories were 

constantly referred to in order to align 

them perfectly.

Early project sprints were focussed 

on defining UX deliverables and the 

execution of the user interface; interactive 

prototyping was used to present design 

thinking and progression to a steering 

group comprised of police officers from 

various sections of the force to get 

insight into how they worked and collate 

feedback directly from them that we could 

use to improve and iterate design work.

Our aim was to produce an application 

that absolutely worked in the real 

world for the police officers so regular 

interaction with the end users was 

fundamentally vital to the design process. 

This was facilitated through regular 

workshops with officers who would have 

the opportunity to conduct a ‘hands on’ 

test of the prototype.

Built on Windows 8, it was decided to 

utilise the pivot control design pattern as 

set out by Microsoft as the most viable 

design form factor. A Windows phone 

pivot app provides a quick way for a user 

to manage views so this was particularly 

suitable approach for the Police Box 

application where speed of use was 

a critical design issue as officers cited 

speed of access to data as a high priority.
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The pivot control UI is used for filtering 

large datasets, viewing multiple data sets 

and rapid switching of app views and is 

operated by the user swiping or panning 

left to right on the interface to advance 

to the next ‘pivot’ view which can then be 

drilled down into, and tasks undertaken 

by the user.

The pivot control comes with built in

support for touch interaction and 

navigation, special gesture functionality is 

enabled by default providing a sleek user 

interface that is intuitive and easy to use. 

Detailed task-flow diagrams allowed the 

design team to produce high fidelity 

Above: From left to right you can see the 

process that the UI/UX Design takes, from

an initial sketch to the final design.

wireframes and allowed us to understand 

how all of the elements within the 

application needed to fit together and 

provide a consistent user experience. 

The wireframes were the next step and 

provided the basis from which to apply 

a visual design style that would suit 

the application and, most importantly, 

the user. Again, user stories were the 

base reference point so at each stage 

of wireframing the design team made 

sure that they were aligned with the 

user stories and ensuring that the task 

flow was facilitated as economically as 

possible. A full library of task flow

diagrams and wireframes was established 

providing a detailed breakdown of the 

feature set for the development team as  

well as a strong structure for design of the 

GUI. All of which was exhaustively tested 

with the project team at Northumbria 

Police.

The priority during the design of the 

user interface (UI) design was to provide 

the police officers intuitive operability in 

demanding situations i.e. super easy to 

use with clear and uncluttered controls 

that felt truly native to the device. This 

has obvious operational benefits and also 

minimises training requirements.

Windows UI guidelines were followed 

closely and standard Windows 

interactions utilised wherever possible 

to facilitate this. Throughout the design 

process design iterations presented and 

discussed with officers from a range of 

teams and departments that included 

traffic, firearms and rural amongst others 

who all highlighted specific requirements. 

An example being officers that operate in 

rural areas are often unable to connect to 

a mobile network so it was important that 

the application would cope with these 

scenarios where connectivity was an 

issue.
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06
DEVELOPMENT The core Komodo development team comprised of two Mobile Developers and 

the Technical Lead who provided leadership, expertise and support to the Mobile 

Developers working directly on the code.  Other, additional developers were brought 

onto the project as needed to assist with testing and specialist programming tasks.

The team worked together allocating development tasks effectively, ensuring a 

rigorous QA (Quality Assurance) process was in place and discussing approaches to 

the build that allowed the team to test and for the ‘techies’ reading this, the following 

are a couple of examples of the development challenges the development team faced 

and overcame.
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It was especially useful when developing 

data synchronisation functionality, as this 

was a one of the most important parts of 

the app.

Architecture
The app is designed to work on both 

Windows Phone and Windows Tablets 

(the tablet version was not delivered due 

to changes in client priorities), so it was 

imperative that as much of the app logic 

was to be shared as possible with no 

dependencies on a platform. The team 

decided to use an MVVM system where 

ViewModels are supported by services 

and data providers. This provided the 

Development of the Mock API
As the team didn’t have access to 

Northumbria Police’s API we were forced 

to write our own based upon a sample 

API provided. A lot of the functionality had 

to be replicated to mimic actual operation. 

The mock API was written using ASP.Net, 

primarily so it could be bundled alongside 

the app and run on a local machine easily 

using the same instance of Visual Studio.

The Mock API proved to be an invaluable 

tool and we were able to simulate latency, 

timeouts and the actual operation of 

the phone with as close to live data as 

possible. 

basis for a loosely coupled system. 

However, we wanted to extend this 

thinking. In WinRT app users are forced 

to navigate to Pages which would break 

the dependency on the platform. What we 

decided to do was to create a messaging 

bus system to solve various problems 

such as Inter ViewModel communication

without reference holding, separating 

logic into their own components and 

extensibility.

By manually bootstrapping a page (View) 

to a ViewModel, we could effectively 

navigate to the model, instead of 

navigating to the page. The model would 

identify which page to actually use, and 

then bind itself to the page.

The message bus is the backbone of the 

app, used for navigation, app lifecycle 

and many others. The upside of the bus is 

that the messages are platform agnostic 

and a ViewModel, service or dataprovider 

listening to a message doesn’t care who 

the sender is. This vastly helps decouple 

the models and provided a testable 

foundation for solid, well structured code.

Testing
Along with conventional testing the 

Komodo team additionally built an

integrated automated testing suite to 

ensure a robust deployment process 

throughout the Agile development. 

This approach to testing ensured quick 

identification of issues and a feature 

complete deliverable which had been 

tested at each stage of review.

The app was developed with separation 

of concerns in mind. And this proved 

highly effective in aiding the construction 

of a Unit Test suite.

The team decided to forgo unit testing 

for simple methods whose logic is tested 

implicitly and instead concentrated on

methods that perform complex logic; such 

as validation, subscribing, web requests 

and responses, database operations etc.

Each test has only 1 dependency – the 

ShellModel. The shell is the root model for 

the app and initialises all services that are 

used within the app. This made it trivial 

to ‘black box’ each test class so that it 

doesn’t interfere with another test, it just 

gets recreated for each class.

Because each ViewModel was limited to 

just display data, navigation and creating/

running data provider operations; this 

limited testing to checking to make sure
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 tapping buttons and seeing what breaks. 

The architecture of the app allowed 

us to get rid of all the views in the app 

altogether, i.e. we don’t need the view to 

press a button. We could then, test when 

a user interacts with the app in a certain 

way by reproducing the steps.

For example:

Login using force id xxxx and password 

xxxxx

Go to this page here

Do this operation

Press the back button

Go to the same page

However, with the deadline for handover 

looming, we made the decision to leave 

out the unfinished functional test suite. 

However, the technique proved how 

powerful and comprehensive it could 

be, and in future apps we would utilise 

functional testing first and foremost to 

speed up development time.

During the course of development we had 

scheduled significant test sessions when 

another development team would tear the 

app apart to provide further oversight into 

QA and identify bugs and usability issues 

that slipped through the cracks.

the model was displaying the correct 

information. For data providers, testing 

meant checking to make sure the api 

responses had nothing that would break 

the models.

Unit tests are good for testing individual 

slices of logic but they don’t test how that 

logic works together, for this we needed 

the functional tests. Towards the end 

of the project the Komodo team looked 

to add functional testing in the form of 

simulating user interaction.

The advantage of this is that we can, in 

essence pretend that we are actually

Below: Project Toolkit
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07
Project Handover
Once all internal QA was completed the 

app has handed over to Northumbria 

Police for UAT (User Acceptance Testing). 

Because of the stringent QA at our end 

the UAT process highlighted minimal 

insignificant issues.

As part of the handover we then 

went through the codebase with their 

developers explaining every detail of the 

app including the architecture, services, 

view models, data providers, networking 

and every other key object.

Deployment
At the time of writing the Police Box 

application is being rolled out across 

the Northumbria Police force to several 

thousand officers whose feedback highly 

positive, they are finding the application a 

useful tool in their day to day operational 

duties and there are strong signs of a 

return on investment.

We look forward to continue to work with 

the force in the development of further 

features for the app.

PROJECT
HANDOVER
& DEPLOYMENT



NORTHUMBRIA POLICE

“I'd like to take this oppurtunity on behalf of the team to
thank everyone involved at Komodo in the development 
of Police Box and look forward to working with you again
in the new year on the next iteration of Police Box, Crime 
at Source. As a team we have delivered an application

which is already having a very positive impact to 
operational officers and their ability to serve the public”

Martin Ibbotson, Project Manager



0191 228 6555
hello@komododigital.co.uk

Komodo Digital, 63 Westgate Road,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1SG


